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THE ATTACHED TRANSCRIPT WAS TYPED FROM A RECORDING AND NOT 

COPIED FROM AN ORIGINAL SCRIPT.  BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF MISHEARING 

AND THE DIFFICULTY IN SOME CASES OF IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL 

SPEAKERS, THE BBC CANNOT VOUCH FOR ITS COMPLETE ACCURACY. 

 

“FILE ON 4” 

 

Transmission:  Tuesday 18
th

 October 2016 

Repeat:  Sunday 23
rd

 October 2016 

 

Producer:  Rob Cave 

Reporter:  Jane Deith 

Editor:  Gail Champion 

 

ACTUALITY OF WAVES 

 

DEITH: This week on File on 4 we’re taking a road trip around 

renewable energy in the UK.  We’re looking at our progress in the drive to meet 2020 green 

energy targets, which are all about limiting global warming, and we’re starting in South 

Wales in Swansea, on the long and splendid curving shore of this sea town. The Atlantic tide 

here is one of the highest in the world and there are plans to exploit that power for renewable 

energy. 

 

EXTRACT FROM VIDEO 

 

PRESENTER: A 9.5 kilometre-long causeway forming an 11.5 

kilometre squared lagoon, producing enough tidal energy to generate power for over 100,000 

homes, and navigable by foot, bike or electric train. 

 

DEITH: But there’s a chance that the world’s first tidal lagoon 

power station might not be built, because the Government’s having doubts about the price.  

It’s already cut support for more established renewable energy, like onshore wind farms. 
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ANDERSON: What you’re already starting to see is a massive 

slowdown in the build out of new onshore projects, because investors won’t take that risk. 

Why would you not want the country to invest in the most cost effective form of renewable 

and carbon-free generation? 

 

DEITH: At the same time, the UK has a looming deadline of 

15% green energy by the end of the decade.  As critics accuse the Government of holding 

back the tide on renewable energy, are we going to fail on that legally binding target? 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

ACTUALITY BY SEA 

 

DEITH: My producer Rob and I have tucked ourselves away 

behind a sand dune, because the wind is blowing pretty hard.  Swansea beach isn’t really a 

beach for sitting on, it’s a beach for long bracing walks with the dog.  It is, though, a 

beautiful bay.  Around to my right I can see Mumbles lighthouse and, following the curve of 

the shore, past Swansea city, the modern marina and I can just make out the shadow of the 

steelworks at Port Talbot.  Last year a company called Tidal Lagoon Power won planning 

permission for a power station in the bay – a project that was in the Conservative manifesto. 

But then the Government in London dropped a bombshell, commissioning an independent 

review into whether tidal lagoons are value for money.  The report is expected in a few 

weeks. While I drive round to the docks to talk to Tidal Lagoon Power, have a listen to how 

they plan to generate the electricity. 

 

EXTRACT FROM VIDEO 

 

PRESENTER: As the tide rises, the turbines’ wicket gates are closed, 

isolating the lagoon and creating the necessary water level difference between the lagoon and 

sea. When the gates are opened, water flows into the lagoon, driving the turbines and 

generating electricity.  As the tide falls, the process is reversed, generating electricity as the 

lagoon flows back into the sea.  Two tides a day ….  
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ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

DEITH: Swansea would be a £1.3 billion prototype really.  

There’d be bigger lagoons to follow – three more in Wales and Somerset and Cumbria.  The 

company behind the idea says they could produce 8% of the UK’s power – that’s the same as 

Hinkley Point C nuclear power station – and for much longer – for more than a hundred 

years.  But not if Government enthusiasm ebbs away.  Because investors and banks will lend 

the money to build Swansea, but only if they can get a guaranteed price per hour for the 

electricity, and negotiations over the so-called strike price – that’s the subsidy we pay 

through a levy on our bills - have been dragging on for a year and a half.  I’m meeting Mark 

Shorrock, the Chief Executive of Tidal Lagoon Power.  This site should have been building 

the groundworks for the lagoon by now, but at the moment all I can see is some empty sheds. 

 

SHORROCK: Hello. 

 

DEITH: Jane.  Mark, nice to see you. 

 

SHORROCK: Nice to meet you.  How do you do? 

 

DEITH: Gorgeous day. 

 

SHORROCK: It’s lovely, isn’t it?  It’s always like this in Swansea. 

 

DEITH: I know, I know. 

 

SHORROCK: If you can imagine extending this quay wall that’s here 

in front of us out almost in line with where the sun is currently shining down on the ocean, 

it’ll bend round in front of the steelworks in Port Talbot, we come back into shore at the 

Swansea Bay campus, so that’s a 6.2 mile breakwater and it impounds 11.5 square kilometres 

of water, which is about 100 million cubic metres of water every tide that is exchanged in and 

out of the lagoon to generate the power.  What we’ve shown is that the Swansea Bay tidal 

lagoon can be built for an equivalent price of power of Hinkley Point C, so Hinkley Point C’s 

been given a £92.50 contract and we’ve shown Government that for £89.90 you could build 

Swansea Bay tidal lagoon.  If you then get the very big lagoons, you could produce power 
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SHORROCK cont:  coming out of Cardiff for around £60, so we’re really 

confident that on the trajectories that are talked about for, say, your nukes or your offshore 

wind, tidal lagoons can be coming in under that. 

 

DEITH: If someone was looking in from the outside and going, 

‘Is this really value for money?’ what would you say? 

 

SHORROCK: That body of water behind you there will produce 

power for much longer than the current power stations that are being built.  Because we can 

take long term contracts for our long life, the subsidy of Swansea, it goes down and down and 

down and, depending on what level of inflation we get, 20 or 40 years’ time it will be cheaper 

than the wholesale electricity price, and then from year 40, 50% of all of the revenues go to 

the consumer from the power station, because ultimately the country gets to own 50% of it. 

The generators and the turbines, all of the big parts will be made here in the UK.  South 

Wales has suffered a sort of steady industrial decline, whether it’s copper, whether it’s 

mining, whether it’s steel over the last 50 years, and what we’re looking to do is to reverse 

that.  The first three lagoons that we’re actively working on today beyond Swansea - Cardiff, 

Newport and Colwyn - they’re collectively just shy of £20 billion worth of spend in the UK. 

 

ACTUALITY WITH BOAT 

 

DEITH: Mark Shorrock says a subsidy for Swansea Bay would 

be about 20 or 30 pence on our annual electricity bill and he reckons that’s a small levy for a 

scheme which would create jobs and boost manufacturing.  At a time when the future of Port 

Talbot steelworks is uncertain, he says almost everyone in Swansea wants this tidal lagoon. 

Well, let’s see – there’s a guy here fishing off the harbour wall. 

 

FISHERMAN: I am a little bit worried about it, that obviously it could 

deplete the population of the fish in the bay, but obviously living where we live, there are 

plenty of other places where we can go and fish.  It’s giving the local area a bit of a boost 

really, especially with everything that’s going on over in Port Talbot, it’s really good. 
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WOMAN: We’re obviously moving away from the more sort of 

fossil fuels, so why not take advantage of where we live, take advantage of the bay and the 

tides?  It seems like a no-brainer idea really. 

 

DEITH: Would you be happy to pay a bit more, for your bills to 

go up to make it greener? 

 

WOMAN: It depends how much it went up, to be honest with you.  

You know, if you were able to really be shown what the figures are and what the evidence is 

behind it, then yeah, I wouldn’t mind paying a little bit more. 

 

DEITH: Thank you both very much.  We’ll see who else we can 

find. 

 

WOMAN 2: I know initially it’ll be expensive, but I think in the 

long run it’ll be a really good idea.  I mean, we’ve got all these tides here, big tides, you 

know. 

 

DEITH: Are you prepared to ultimately pay for a subsidy for 

this thing? 

 

MAN: We’re probably paying more than the subsidy right 

now actually, I expect. 

 

WOMAN 2: Yes, I’d be prepared to pay extra for it. 

 

MAN: Everybody will, I should think. 

 

WOMAN 2: It’s sustainable. 

 

MAN: Yes. 

 

WOMAN 2: You know, you’re not digging ruddy great big holes in 

the flipping ground. 
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MAN 2: [Laughs]  Don’t really want to pay any more.  I pay 

enough as it is. 

 

DEITH: Is it a big impact on your household. 

 

MAN 2: It would be, oh yes, to me, as a pensioner, yes, it is. 

 

DEITH: Tidal Lagoon Power was initially working on a strike 

price of £168 per megawatt hour for thirty years.  Now some called that exorbitant.  And 

there seems to have been a compromise – the Treasury saying it will look at a 90 year 

contract, which will halve the overall subsidy cost.  I’ve been talking to an analyst called 

Johnny Gowdy, from a not for profit energy consultancy, Regen South West, and he explains 

that high energy bills means the Government’s under huge political pressure on subsidies 

which are raised through those bills. 

  

GOWDY: Certainly the coalition Government was quite positive 

for renewables and we saw a big expansion.  I think there was a change and I think the 

change came about actually in 2013, and at that time energy bills were rising quite steeply on 

the back of a higher oil price.  And if you remember, Ed Miliband said he was going to put a 

cap on energy bills and the Conservatives immediately jumped on that and put the blame very 

much at the cost of renewables.  And we definitely saw a swing then away from renewable 

energy by the Conservative Government when they got into power, really a blizzard of 

changes, cuts to subsidies, changes to planning regulations, removal of levies, etc. 

 

DEITH: Is there an argument that investors are creaming off 

profits? 

 

GOWDY: It’s an interesting point actually.  I mean, a lot of 

people in the industry are perplexed by this idea that the only way to invest in energy is 

through the private sector.  In fact, in many countries, they look at energy much more as a 

public private partnership, and at the moment the Government can borrow close to 0% 

interest, so I’d certainly like to see the Government putting its hand in its pocket.  There is a 

degree then of governance to make sure that these projects are fit for purpose. 
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ACTUALITY OF SEAGULLS 

 

DEITH: A second, much bigger tidal lagoon would be here, off 

Cardiff Bay, home to the Welsh Assembly.  First Minister, Carwyn Jones, says Westminster 

should say yes to the lagoons, but he fears they’ll be shelved.  

 

JONES: That’s a huge amount of energy that can potentially be 

tapped to provide power across the whole of Britain, but so far we just haven’t seen the 

commitment from the UK Government to move that forward.  Where is the energy mix going 

to come from in the future?  Nuclear, yes, we know that, but beyond that, no one seems to 

have any idea what our power stations and our power supply will look like.  This is a great 

project, Swansea Bay particularly, that will create skilled jobs, that will generate energy, not 

just for Wales but the whole of GB.  It will be a sign that we’re willing to invest in our 

economy.  

 

DEITH: Do you see Swansea and Cardiff as a good deal for 

domestic customers, people who may be struggling to pay their energy bills as it is? 

 

JONES: Somebody has to pay. That’s what’s key to all this, the 

strike price as it’s called.  If the strike price is wrong, the economics don’t add up.  So we 

have to understand, we’re going into an era now where the age of cheap energy - as far as the 

UK is concerned, with coal - is gone, we are going to have to put a little bit more money up 

front, but what will happen is, it will create far cheaper energy in the future once that upfront 

money is in place, otherwise we’ll end up importing energy for most of our energy needs, and 

that means we’re reliant on others. 

 

DEITH: What’s your hunch?  Do you think that we will have 

tidal lagoons in Wales? 

 

JONES:  I think we’ll see a fudge unfortunately.  Now my great 

worry is it’ll be delay after delay after delay and kicking the decision down the road. 
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DEITH: In terms of the power it would produce, Swansea Bay 

is a minnow compared to Hinkley Point C, the nuclear power station the Government’s just 

signed off.  But with renewable energy, every little helps.  Because the UK’s made a legally 

binding promise to Europe that by 2020, 15% of the energy we use – so that’s electricity, heat 

and transport - will be renewable.  And despite Brexit, the Government says it’s still 

committed to that.  But we’re one of the countries furthest away from our target.  With three 

years to go, we’re at 8%. The National Grid says we might not reach the 15% target until a 

full nine years after the deadline has passed.  

Last summer, the then Energy Secretary, Amber Rudd, told Parliament we were on track.  It 

was one reason she said she was cutting support for wind and solar power under a budget 

called the Levy Control Framework. 

 

EXTRACT FROM ARCHIVE 

 

RUDD: At the front of everything that this Government does is 

the impact on consumer bills.  We had a commitment to limit the Levy Control Framework to 

£7.6 billion by 2020.  When it became apparent that we were way in excess of that, but we 

were still making our renewable targets, it was the right thing to do to limit the amount of 

money we were spending and that’s why we took action quickly to do so. 

 

DEITH: That was in September.  But in October, in a letter to 

ministers, Amber Rudd was saying something different.  The letter was leaked to Oliver 

Tickell at the Ecologist magazine. 

 

TICKELL: The key import was that publicly Amber Rudd, the 

Secretary of State, was saying that we were fine as far as meeting our renewable targets, but 

in fact we weren’t fine at all and that we were in the process of missing them. 

 

DEITH: Here is Amber Rudd’s letter. 

 

READER IN STUDIO: 29
th

 October 2015.  I am writing to inform you of 

current UK progress towards the EU 2020 renewables target.   
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DEITH: She writes that they’ve exceeded their interim target 

for 2013-14, but the bad news is, it’s going to get harder, leading to: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: … a shortfall against the target in 2020 of around 50 

terawatt hours or 3.5 percentage points in our internal forecasts (which are not public).  

Publicly we are clear that the UK continues to make progress to meet the target. 

 

DEITH: 3.5% short means we’ll get as far as 11.5% 

renewables, but not the 15% we’re legally committed to.  

 

TICKELL: This was precisely the same time that the British 

Government – specifically Amber Rudd - were cutting support for renewable energy.  Up 

until that point, we had been doing quite well. The year before, we had had a 22% increase in 

renewable electricity generation, and had we simply continued along that track we would 

have more than met the EU target, but in fact that very moment was chosen to start cutting it, 

effectively putting an end to onshore wind power, cuts to solar feed-in tariff and a range of 

other measures. She knows that if it was made public that we were set to miss those targets, 

that it would produce some kind of a public outcry, as indeed took place, that we should try 

harder to meet those targets and stop cutting support for renewable electricity generation and 

so on. 

 

DEITH: Amber Rudd faced up to MPs on the Commons Energy 

Committee and confirmed: 

 

EXTRACT FROM SPEECH – ARCHIVE 

 

RUDD: I recognise, as that letter does, that we don’t have the 

right policies, particularly in transport and heat, in order to make those 2020 targets, but we 

have four to five years. 

  

DEITH: We wrote to Amber Rudd to ask whether she thought 

she’d misled people about the renewable energy target.  She didn’t respond.  But back to her 

letter.  She warns the Government risks being taken to court and fined by the European Court 

of Justice.  But, she says, we could spend our way out of trouble.  We could buy renewable 
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DEITH cont: electricity from Norway and pay extra to take it off 

their tally and put it towards our target. But the Norwegians have told us the UK hasn’t raised 

this option with them, and taking renewables off their own tab would raise all kinds of issues, 

not least economic and legal ones.  So that doesn’t sound like a goer then.  But Amber Rudd 

had another idea.  We could buy statistical credits from countries with green credentials to 

spare.  So not actually buying power at all, but some kind of certificate.  But she admits the 

market for such wheeler dealing doesn’t actually exist yet.  The World Energy Council – 

which has just put the UK on negative watch as far as sustainable energy goes – says actually, 

buying ourselves green is not a bad idea.  This is the way the council’s Joan MacNaughton 

looks at it. 

 

MACNAUGHTON: Trading across border of credits for emission 

reduction, it’s not an irresponsible thing to do. This is a global problem.  The atmosphere 

doesn’t care where the emission reductions come from as long as they come, and if trading 

enables you to take the lowest cost ones first, then so be it.  So I don’t have a problem with 

the trading concept, but trading needs to be based on buying credits that wouldn’t otherwise 

be produced.  Now the more people build experience and projects in this area, the more the 

costs come down, so trading in itself can be a facilitator.  But it’s not ideal and the best way 

would be to take action ourselves.  

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

SAT NAV: Go right on the roundabout – second exit. 

 

DEITH: But why is the UK in such trouble on renewables? 

Well, part of the problem is transport.  Around 1% of us have gone for low emission vehicles. 

I’m in Sheffield, where only 156 people own electric cars.  That’s not going to be enough to 

meet a legal sub-target which says 10% of transport must run on renewable energy.  In fact, 

we’ve gone into reverse, falling from 5% to just over 4%.   

 

ACTUALITY PUTTING HAND BRAKE ON, CLOSING CAR DOOR, PETROL PUMP 

 

DEITH: The Government’s considering whether the answer lies 

here at the pump.  Our petrol is already almost 5% bioethanol, made from crops.  But the idea 
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DEITH cont: is to switch up to petrol that’s 10% ethanol - E10.  E10 

costs more to make and the leaked Government letters say doubling renewable fuels would 

add 1 pence, maybe 2 pence, to a litre of fuel.  Plus E10 gives you fewer miles to the gallon, 

so that would cost drivers between £20 and £40 a year more.  Like higher energy bills, the 

Government knows that’s a political risk. 

 

ACTUALITY AT CALL CENTRE 

 

JACK: Good afternoon, City Taxis, Jack speaking.  How can I 

help?  So where are we picking up from?  Is it straightaway, Tony? 

 

CHARLEY: Good afternoon, City Taxis, Charley speaking. 

 

FLINT: My name’s Kevin Flint, I’m the General Manager for 

City Taxis in Sheffield.  We’ve currently got on our fleet in Sheffield just over 1,480 drivers 

that are registered to work with us.  They’re all self-employed so they’re all responsible for 

their own tax, National Insurance contribution.  They’re all owner drivers, so they all own 

their own vehicles. 

 

DEITH: So, if we have this new greener fuel, E10, but it costs 

an extra – let’s say an extra 1p a litre on petrol, what does your mind start to think in terms of 

the economics of that? 

 

FLINT: The person that’s going to bear the brunt of that price 

increase is the driver directly.  The biggest single cost that the driver faces every week is the 

fuel.  That’s probably on average between £180 to £200 a week, so if you add what is thought 

of as a small increase, the more mileage you do, the bigger increase that actually in real terms 

becomes. 

 

DEITH: If the drivers got together and said, ‘Look, you know, 

help us out a bit here, boss.’ 

 

FLINT: We have to look at the economic situation of taxis in 

Sheffield and look at contracts.  We’re into probably a five year contract with the NHS to 
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FLINT cont: supply a service, so it’s very difficult to just, you 

know, change your  price week by week, month by month, year by year.  Those kind of 

negotiations are not easy. 

 

DEITH: No.   

Kevin Flint told me sometimes they have asked clients to pay more, just while petrol prices 

are high, in order to help their drivers.  Like Assad Mahmoud, who doesn’t want fuel to get 

any dearer.  

So, you’ve had a good week, had a lot of fares.  How much would you spend on petrol? 

 

MAHMOUD: £100, £120, sometimes £80, depends how the work is 

like, you know. 

 

DEITH: So that’s a lot of money. 

 

MAHMOUD: It is, yes, yes.  It is a lot of money, yes. 

 

DEITH: If, when you filled up, it was an extra 1 pence per litre, 

you would feel that, would you? 

 

MAHMOUD: Obviously I feel that, so I use City Road because it’s a 

bit cheaper. 

 

DEITH: You’re always looking for the cheapest petrol, even 

though it’s only what seems like 1 or 2 pence? 

 

MAHMOUD: Yes, 1 or 2 pence difference, I find the cheapest one. 

 

DEITH: And when petrol prices go up and down, how much of 

a difference does that make to the money that you’ve got in your pocket to take home? 

 

MAHMOUD: Obviously it’s about £10 to £15.  It’s a lot for me, to be 

honest, it’s a lot for taxi drivers. 
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DEITH: The Government was proposing to roll out E10 by 

mid-2017.  But industry sources have told me that a consultation supposed to start in the 

summer just didn’t happen, and I understand the Government’s told petrol companies it won’t 

be forcing them to introduce E10. It sounds like they’ve put the brakes on the idea.  We 

wanted to talk to the Transport Secretary, Chris Grayling, but he turned us down.  His 

department said it is fully committed to the 2020 renewable transport target, and sustainable 

biofuels will play an important part.  But over near Sheffield Arena, there’s a company 

producing a vehicle fuel that doesn’t contain a single molecule of carbon. It can be made 

from renewable energy and it’s a gas – hydrogen. 

 

ACTUALITY GETTING IN CAR, FASTENING SEATBELT 

 

COOLEY: Press the power button, which is round here, cunningly 

marked with the word ‘power’. 

 

DEITH: System check. 

 

COOLEY: System’s checking.  Okay. 

 

DEITH: Okay. 

 

COOLEY: And you go into drive and there we are, you’re ready 

to go. 

 

DEITH: It just goes when you take your foot off the brake. 

I’m in a Toyota Mirai with Dr Graeme Cooley from ITM Power, which sells the kit which 

produces the hydrogen in the tank.  

 

COOLEY: So you can see on the panel, the hydrogen tank 

combination of hydrogen and oxygen.  That fuel then goes to the fuel cell and the fuel cell 

generates electricity.  So it’s like a small power station in the car.  

 

DEITH: Why not just have a traditional - in inverted commas - 

electric car? 
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COOLEY: If you do that, then you have very, very long charging 

times and low range, because of the limitations of a battery.  If you suddenly decide you want 

to visit your granny in Edinburgh, you can’t do it with a plug-in electric vehicle unless you’re 

prepared to wait for a few hours at a service station three times on the way.  

 

DEITH: We could do the whole trip using this car without 

wasting hours or even overnight charging anything. 

 

COOLEY: Exactly the same waste of time that you get from 

refuelling with petrol, which is three minutes, and you can get 350 miles. 

 

DEITH: Most hydrogen is made directly or indirectly from 

fossil fuels.  But back at Graeme Cooley’s factory, they use electricity from renewable 

sources - like wind power.  

 

COOLEY: Those white boxes are standard shipping containers 

and that’s what we use to package our equipment.  At ITM we make electrolyser equipment, 

so an electrolyser is a device that takes in renewable power and water and splits it into 

hydrogen and oxygen, and you either put the hydrogen directly in the gas grid, in which case 

you’re providing renewable heat, or you store it in tanks and you deploy it at refuelling 

stations for fuel cell electric vehicles, and that’s the beauty of hydrogen is that once you 

produce it by renewable energy, you have a renewable energy source that you can use in heat 

and in transport.  And heat and transport are much more difficult to decarbonise than 

electricity is.  The advantage to the power network is that you’ve stored excess renewables 

that you might have otherwise not be able to use.  

 

DEITH: Kind of keeping it for a rainy day? 

 

COOLEY: You know, the sun doesn’t shine at night and the wind 

doesn’t blow all the time.  You need energy storage to get to anything like a significant 

percentage of renewables. 

 

DEITH: And have we grasped that in this country yet? 
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COOLEY: No, we haven’t grasped that. 

 

DEITH: Do you get to have the ear of people in Government?  

Have you had those conversations? 

 

COOLEY: I have given many presentations to representatives of 

DECC, who are now in the business department.  There is some progress, but it’s been slow.  

If you have a very big problem, you have to start somewhere and actually they’ve not 

properly started.  In the UK we too often think about something as a problem and not as an 

opportunity.  Nearly all of our deals, actually 67% of our deals are in euros and nearly half of 

the rest are in dollars – we’re exporting. We’ve deployed three large pieces of equipment in 

Germany, we’ve just sold our first refuelling station in France, we’ve built two refuelling 

stations in California as well, so we’ve been in the process of deploying real equipment all 

over the world. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

DEITH: There’s no subsidy for hydrogen going into the 

National Grid.  Does it say something about our attitude to renewable energy that new 

technology forged in Sheffield is being snapped up in Europe and America, but getting a 

reserved welcome from our Government?  Through our energy bills, we’ll give renewables 

almost £5 billion in subsidies this year.  Investors in sectors like wind power have been 

accused of subsidy farming.  Talking to renewable energy analyst, Johnny Gowdy, he thinks 

the more mature parts of the industry should start to stand on their own two feet. 

 

GOWDY: There is an argument that subsidy should be reduced as 

technologies become more established and as costs are reduced.  And for both onshore wind 

and solar, costs have undoubtedly come down and in fact, you know, we were approaching 

the point, we call it price parity, where these projects could be deployed without subsidies, so 

it’s quite right that the Government would look to reduce subsidies over time.  And I think 

the industry, and not just through renewable energy, but the energy industry generally has 

been guilty of looking for subsidies at every angle, and I hope the industry is becoming more  
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GOWDY cont: mature and is realising that it does have a direct impact 

on consumer bills, and that we need to sort of prepare ourselves for a post-subsidy world, 

which is where we are heading. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

DEITH: Onshore wind is entering that brave new post-subsidy 

world.  I’m heading to Scotland, where they say Whitehall decisions have blown their 

renewable ambitions off course. First stop - the hills south of Glasgow. 

 

ACTUALITY AT WHITELEE 

 

DEITH: They’ve taken a vast wild moor and planted a forest of 

wind turbines. This is the biggest wind farm in Europe.  It’s 35 square miles, it’s the same 

size as Glasgow.  The turbines have all turned to face into the wind.  

 

ANDERSON: We’re at Whitelee wind farm.  We can generate 

enough power for almost 300,000 houses.  If you go back 10 or 15 years, we were 

predominantly a coal generating company in the United Kingdom.  Today, we have no coal 

generation and we are predominantly a renewables generating company.   

 

DEITH: Keith Anderson is Chief Executive of Scottish Power 

Renewables.  Scotland generates one-third of the UK’s renewable energy.  Onshore wind is a 

big part of that, but everything is changing.  The Conservative manifesto did say it was going 

to end subsidies for new onshore wind farms.  But former Energy Secretary, Amber Rudd, 

scrapped the system of top-up payments a year earlier than planned.  She said we had enough 

wind farms and we were reaching the limits of what was affordable.  Renewable companies 

now have to take part in energy auctions, where they bid against each other for subsidies. But 

onshore wind companies won’t be allowed to bid at all. Scottish Power says investors could 

see which way the wind was blowing.  

 

ANDERSON: What you’re already starting to see is a massive 

slowdown in the build out of new onshore projects because investors won’t take that risk, 

because they believe you’d need to have some kind of underpinning and some kind of floor 
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ANDERSON cont: price to allow you to go ahead and make those 

investments.  And the view for an awful lot of investors and companies like us is, you’re 

doing the exact same for gas generation, you’re doing the same for nuclear generation - why 

would you not do that for onshore wind as well?  Nuclear power contract was set at £92.50.  

We believe that onshore wind could probably do the same and deliver the same for a price 

down closer to £60.  Why would you not want the country to invest in the most cost effective 

form of renewable and carbon-free generation? 

 

DEITH: Because there are plenty of sort of free marketeers out 

there, economists who say, you know, let the market dictate.  There’ll be winners and losers, 

but there’ll be winners and losers for the right reasons. 

 

ANDERSON: In a free market, a true free market, the market every 

now and again has to operate at a level for supply and demand coming to equilibrium, right?  

That’s very dangerous in an electricity market, because what that means is you would have to 

allow energy demand and energy production to occasionally wobble at the point of 

equilibrium - ie wobble at the point where the lights are flickering on and off.  You can’t do 

that in electricity, you just can’t do that, because people won’t accept and the economy can’t 

operate on the basis that every now and again you will have a little shortage of the product. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

SAT NAV: Turn left after 300 yards and follow Balgreen Road. 

 

DEITH: Scottish Power wants certainty.  Now that irritates 

some economists, who say, when are markets ever certain?  I’m going over to Edinburgh, to 

meet Niall Stuart from the trade body, Scottish Renewables, so I’ll put that point to him.  

 

STUART: The reality is that nobody is investing in new 

electricity generation in the UK of any kind today without some contract arrangements, some 

underpinning of investment by Government.  So we’ve recently seen the Hinkley Point 

nuclear power station go ahead - 35 year contract with Government for a guaranteed price.  

And with costs coming down all the time, I think we’re confident that if there was an auction, 

prices would come out at a level which we can all agree is not a subsidy.  Both onshore wind 
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STUART cont: and solar, the two cheapest forms of large-scale 

renewables that can be deployed today, it’s just completely uncertain if they will ever be able 

to access the auction process for long term contracts again.  And that means that we will see 

significant capacity of projects, perhaps even as much as 2 gigawatts of onshore wind in 

Scotland, roughly £2-£3 billion of investment effectively with no clear business case.  I was 

speaking to a business last night who have half a dozen schemes in development, some of 

which are through the planning system but which now don’t have a clear route to market. 

 

DEITH: And there is a feeling here that the Westminster 

Government isn’t just risking the UK’s renewable target – it could take Scotland down with 

it, because Holyrood set its own really ambitious target, to get 100% of its electricity from 

renewables by the end of the decade.  But it’s going to fail – it will probably reach 80% - and 

it blames the UK Government. The Scottish Minister for Business, Innovation and Energy, 

Paul Wheelhouse has told me the rug’s been pulled from under Scotland’s renewable energy 

industry.  

 

WHEELHOUSE: We’ve seen consistently, whether it’s renewables or 

carbon capture and storage, Government raising expectations and then whipping away the 

means by which they can be delivered. There’s a great deal of concern because clearly there’s 

been a huge success story with onshore wind development in Scotland.  I appreciate the 

political dynamic is different south of the border, but they have put the brakes to some extent 

on the industry, which was very successful in Scotland.  We have got a huge pipeline of 

projects in Scotland that are waiting to be developed.  They have been consented and they 

can’t because they don’t know where the route to market is, and so we have got the 

Government prepared to commit huge amounts of consumers’ money through paying higher 

energy prices for nuclear electricity for many years to come - potentially up to 2060 - and 

even in the case of onshore wind, they’re not prepared to give any commitment at all. Tidal 

energy, hydroelectricity, where there’s been similar damaging changes to policy, places like 

Orkney, where there’s five gigawatts potential of tidal power in Orkney alone – that’s more 

than two nuclear power stations.  World leading technology and they have no route to market. 

 

ACTUALITY OF WAVES 
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DEITH: In Swansea, the wind is whipping up the waves as they 

wait to hear whether the Government will help them turn the tide into renewable power.  It’s 

given Hinkley Point C and fracking the go-ahead – both of which would produce electricity 

when the wind isn’t blowing and the tide is out. As coal power stations close down, we need 

to close the energy gap.  At the World Energy Council, Joan MacNaughton is clear we don’t 

have enough renewables to meet the target in three years’ time or guarantee energy security.  

 

MACNAUGHTON: 2020 is only a few years away and a lot of this work’s 

going to take far more time than 2020.  We don’t know what the policies are going to be 

beyond 2020, we don’t know what the funding’s going to be.  And for companies making 

investment decisions, 2020 is tomorrow, so we need greater certainty for companies if they’re 

going to be able to invest.  And if there’s perceived political risk, that puts the cost up.  And 

in the end, that cost can only really be borne by either the consumers or the taxpayers.  The 

UK is on negative watch in the World Energy Council assessment.  I think we would urge the 

Government not just to think about the situation as it is now and make it, if you will, a 

political football. 

 

DEITH: Experts are warning there’s a high chance we’ll fail to 

meet the 2020 renewable energy target.  We asked to talk to the Energy Secretary, Greg 

Clark, but he refused. The Government wouldn’t answer any of our questions, even in a 

statement.  But time and targets wait for no man.  A Swansea Bay tidal lagoon would only 

make a small difference to our renewables record, but the way this decision goes will say a 

lot about whether there’ll be a sea change in this Government’s energy policy. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 


